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We all have weird dreams in our sleep sometimes, but imagine my dreams, i'm already demented
enough, so how would they turn out? well i have the answer, in these stories, all my really weird dreams
shall be placed
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1 - Alternate Happy Feet

Another random dream& this one isn�t really scary, just weird

Well& a quick note, I HATE HAPPY FEET, the only reason that I probably had this dream was because
every one wouldn�t stop bothering me about it, so it came to me in a dream, well,.. Here it goes

(in happy feet, ya know the scene where every body was sitting in front of the ocean, waiting to jump in,
that�s what part of the movie I was in, k?)

So I think it was that I had woke up late and I didn�t get to the ocean early, because by the time I got
there, every one was in the water, and I was ironically the last person in as opposed to mumble who had
made in first

Well so I jumped in (I forgot to tell you, I was a penguin in the dream) but then I quickly hit the bottom&
for some reason, it wasn�t an ocean, it was a lake& WTF, a lake in the middle of the artic?

Well anyways, I swam around for a little while doing random shoot, when I eventually met up with these
random characters that had nothing to do with any thing.. I think one was a weasel, another was a bear,
and some random pink bird thing& WEIRD? So I talked to them I dunno what I said, this dream was
quite some time ago, but I remember the weasel saying something about the lake being polluted by
magical forces& I have no idea, next thing I know, the lake was a dark brown color, and it turned murky
and disgusting& WTF?

So I went on some random quest to find the magical forces polluting the lake& which took like 2
seconds& so then I went down a sewage pipe& and I saw a random FBI agent, so I wrote down on a
piece of paper

�I WANT TO SAVE MY LAKE�

So then the FBI guy gave me a radioactive suit and a bomb that had the power of a nuke& after that I
went to the mall with the FBI guy and went into McDonalds, set off the bomb, and blew the crap-outta
the place& which some how saved the lake&?
And then my dream ended

So in the end, really& I blew up McDonalds to save a lake? WTF???
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